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1. Mobile Computing, Raj Kamal, Oxford University Press, 2006.. 80 1. Instruction set architecture. 2. 3. Metalanguage.The present invention is
directed to a media mail package and more particularly to a foldable media mail package of the type generally used for advertising and other

marketing purposes. The use of folders for protecting and organizing mailing items is well known. One type of folder is a xe2x80x9csix- or eight-
foldxe2x80x9d folder. These folders are constructed of paperboard or other similar foldable sheet material and provide six or eight pockets for
holding desired items. The use of such folders for holding and displaying various items is well known in the art. One method of advertising is to
mail small items, such as bags of candy, through the mail. Small items may be arranged in a bag, such as a six-fold bag, and inserted into the
mail through a slot in a regular letter-sized envelope. Folders similar to six-fold bags are often used to house the item for mailing. One problem
with existing six-fold type mailing bags is that they are not constructed of foldable sheet material. As a result, they are relatively difficult to mail
through the regular mail system. In addition, they do not provide any structure for holding a type of material for mailing, such as a bag of candy.

Another problem with existing six-fold type mailing bags is that they do not have any structure for converting them into a non-folded storage bag.
Also, they lack any means for holding promotional material. It would be desirable to have a folder for promoting a business or special events. This
type of folder may be used to insert promotional material into the mail for advertising purposes. It is apparent that it would be desirable to have a
mail bag that solves the problems associated with existing mail bags. Such a mail bag should be foldable into a useful shape that would allow it to

be quickly and easily mailed through the regular mail system. It would also be desirable if such a mail bag could be converted into a non-folded
form for storing. Finally, such a mail bag should be structured to hold promotional material for mailing. It is an object of the present invention to
provide a mail bag that solves the problems associated with existing mail bags. The mail bag should be foldable into a shape that allows it to be

quickly and easily mailed through the regular mail system. It should also be foldable into a shape that
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